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On Solutions to the Mutual Fund Timing Problem
I. Executive Summary
The fact that individuals can time their purchase and redemption of mutual fund shares to
expropriate wealth from other fund holders is well documented.1 The appropriate
solution to the mutual fund timing problem remains the subject of much debate. Some
argue that fair value pricing is the end-all be-all solution while others argue that
redemption fees are the answer. This article provides an overview of the key economic
issues and considers the relative merits of alternative solutions to the mutual fund timing
problem. In principle, the timing problem could be fully resolved by either removing
predictability from NAVs (i.e., fair value pricing) or imposing barriers to its exploitation
(i.e., redemption fees). Because of the practical limitations of removing predictability
and the cost of imposing barriers, the most effective and efficient solution involves a
balanced and modest attack on each front.
II. The Source of the Mutual Fund Timing Problem
In order to evaluate potential solutions, it is imperative that we understand the root cause
of the mutual fund timing problem. Two factors contribute to fund timing opportunities:
(1) mutual fund prices (NAVs) are predictable, and (2) in the absence of transaction costs
or other transaction frictions, that predictability is exploitable. This section provides a
brief overview of these factors.
A. Mutual Fund NAVs are Predictable
Mutual fund NAVs are predictable because: (1) the prices of the underlying securities in
the fund’s portfolio are predictable – even when they have recently traded, and (2) mutual
funds introduce additional predictability when they use stale prices of securities that have
not recently traded to compute NAV.
1. Predictability in Underlying Security Returns
Scores of studies, dating back to Cowles and Jones (1937), document predictability in
short-horizon security returns. For example researchers have identified: a weekend
effect, a January effect, a post-earnings announcement drift, lead-lag relations, and
autocorrelation among other patterns.2 In his survey on the efficiency of capital markets
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For studies of mutual fund timing see i.e., Bhargava, Bose and Dubofsky (1998), Chalmers, Edelen and
Kadlec (2001), Goetzmann, Ivkovic, and Rouwenhorst (2001), Greene and Hodges (2002), Boudoukh,
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Fama (1991) concludes that: “recent research is able to show confidently that daily and
weekly returns are predictable from past returns”. The fact of the matter is, even when a
security has recently traded its price may not fully reflect all available information -- it
takes time for markets to fully assimilate information.3 It is important to note that, many
of the predictive relations in security returns identified by researchers have nothing to do
with market return volatility (i.e., weekend effect, January effect), and thus, the potential
exploitation of predictability in mutual fund NAV is not confined to so called market
timing strategies. This in fact, is one of the reasons why I use the more general term
“fund” timing as opposed to “market” timing to characterize this problem.4
2. Artificial Predictability due to Stale Prices
Given the fact that security prices are predictable and mutual funds are portfolios of
securities, it should come as little surprise that mutual fund prices are predictable.
However, the predictability in mutual fund prices differs from that of its underlying
securities in two important ways. First, mutual funds add substantially to the true
predictability of the underlying securities in their portfolio when they use stale security
prices to compute their NAV.5 A security’s price is said to be stale when value relevant
information has arrived since the time the security last traded. Because the security’s last
trade price does not reflect this information, one can predict changes in value computed
from stale prices using, for example, the return on a relevant market index since the time
of last trade. Kadlec and Patterson (1999) show that staleness accounts for roughly 50%
of market return predictability in daily returns of portfolios of domestic equities. Given
the fact that last trade prices of foreign assets are considerably more stale at the time the
NAV is set, it is likely to account for substantially more of the predictability in foreign
versus domestic fund NAVs. A preliminary analysis of American Depository Receipts
suggests that staleness accounts for roughly 75% of market return predictability in daily
returns of foreign equities.
Academics have long regarded predictability due to stale prices as an illusion because
attempts to exploit it in our capital markets are sure to be met with the realization that
market participants will typically not transact at the last trade price if relevant
information has arrived since the last transaction. However, the illusion becomes a
reality in the context of mutual funds that set the price at which investors purchase and
redeem fund shares using last trade prices.
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The finance literature has identified a number of factors that may contribute to price-adjustment delays.
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B. In the Absence of Transaction Costs, Predictability is Exploitable
A second factor that contributes to fund timing opportunities is that the profit
opportunities that arise from predictable NAVs are often greater than mutual funds’
transaction fees. As mentioned above, researchers have uncovered a number of
predictive relations in security returns. The primary reason why this predictability is not
arbitraged away in our capital markets is because the cost of transacting typically exceeds
the profit opportunity. However, in the context of mutual funds that charge little or no
transaction fees, even the smallest amount of predictability can be exploited. Thus, an
unfortunate consequence of providing fund holders with a high degree of liquidity is that
they can be exposed to potential exploitation by arbitrageurs.
III. Solutions to the Fund Timing Problem
As noted above, mutual fund timing opportunities arise because: (1) mutual fund NAVs
are predictable and (2), in the absence of transaction costs or other transaction frictions,
that predictability is exploitable. Thus, fund timing opportunities can be eliminated by
removing predictability from NAV, imposing barriers to its exploitation, or some
combination of the two. This section considers the relative merits of alternative solutions
to the fund timing problem.
A. Removing Predictability in NAV
The most direct solution to the fund timing problem is to remove predictability in NAVs.
We will consider two approaches that address this predictability.
1. Fair value pricing
The objective of fair value pricing, as defined by the SEC, is to adjust the prices of the
fund’s underlying securities for staleness – not to remove all predictability in the prices of
the underlying securities.6 Indeed, in their December 1999 letter to the ICI, the SEC
states: “Ascertaining fair value requires a determination of the amount that an armslength buyer, under the circumstances, would currently pay for the security. Fair value
cannot be based on what a buyer might pay at some later time.” Correcting staleness
involves estimating current prices whereas removing all predictability involves
forecasting future prices.7
6

Not everyone shares this interpretation. At least one pricing vendor asserts that the objective of fair value
pricing is to remove all short-horizon return predictability.
7
I believe that correcting staleness is a more reasonable objective than removing all predictability for
several reasons. First, procedures for correcting staleness are based on simple well-accepted theoretical
models (market model, portfolio theory). By contrast procedures for removing all predictability are
necessarily more complex and largely ad hoc, given our lack of understanding of security return
predictability. Second, procedures for correcting staleness do not presume to know more about value than
the market itself – if a recent transaction price is available it is the sole basis for valuation. By contrast
procedures for removing all predictability second-guess market determined prices even in those cases
where the security has recently traded.
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The virtue of fair value pricing is that, in principle, it eliminates one source of fund
timers’ profits without imposing substantial costs (redemption fees) on fund investors.
There are, however, important practical limitations to fair value pricing. First, fair value
pricing, as currently defined, will not remove all predictability in NAV, because stale
security prices are not the only source of predictability in NAV. Even if the objective of
fair value pricing were to remove all predictability, it is virtually certain that no fair value
pricing methodology can remove it all. Security return predictability is too complex and
dynamic to be captured by a model.8 Indeed, researchers still debate whether some of the
apparent sources of predictability are spurious or real and it is inevitable that there are
many other sources of predictability yet to be documented.
Moreover, regardless of the objective, all fair value pricing methodologies will introduce
their own artificial source of predictability in NAV. Lacking a perfect fair value model,
there will be times when the pricing vendor adjusts too little and times when the vendor
adjusts too much. When the vendor adjusts too much they have introduced predictability
that was not there before. To the extent that some arbitrageurs know more about the true
relation between available information and fair value than the pricing vendor, they will
exploit it.
All of this is not to suggest that fair value pricing does more harm than good – even
simple fair value pricing models that correct only for staleness will eliminate 50-75% of
fund timers’ profit opportunities. However, fair value pricing, no matter how
sophisticated the model, is not an end-all be-all solution. The NAV from any fair value
pricing model will always be predictable to some degree. And, in the absence of
transaction costs or other transaction frictions, that predictability will be exploitable.
2. Next-day fund pricing
An alternative to directly removing predictability in mutual fund NAV is to effectively
remove it, through next-day pricing of fund shares. With next-day pricing, an individual
who wishes to purchase or redeem fund shares today does so at tomorrow’s NAV. By
placing a 1-day gap between the time at which the investors’ decision to transact in fund
shares is made and the time at which those transactions are priced, next-day pricing
eliminates the usefulness of individuals’ ability to predict next-day fund prices. Given
the fact that predictability in fund NAV is greatly attenuated after 1 day, this would
substantially reduce the profitability of fund timing trades. In addition to reducing
profitability, it would also subject fund timers to an additional day of risk, and thus,
further reduce the Sharpe ratio of their timing strategies. The virtues of this approach are
its simplicity (it does not require a fair value pricing model) and its low explicit cost. Its
drawbacks are: (1) the cost of implementation (the magnitude of which I cannot gauge),
8

Zitzewitz (2003) reports that current fair value pricing models are capable of removing 95% of NAV
predictability. However, his tests presume that NAV predictability is confined to a simple linear relation
between next-day fund returns and current day market returns. They fail to recognize more complex
(nonlinear) relations between next-day fund returns and current-day market return as well as other forms of
predictability such as the weekend effect, January effect, etc – that arbitrageurs are likely to use. Thus, it is
likely that his evidence greatly overstates the ability of fair value models in removing NAV predictability.
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(2) the fact that, as in the case of fair value pricing, it is incomplete -- there would still be
some potential for exploitation, and (3) it undermines the provision of liquidity by mutual
funds. The loss of liquidity, is perhaps its greatest limitation, with next-day pricing
subjecting all individuals to an additional 24 hour delay in transacting. Delays of such
magnitude could be very disconcerting to investors during periods of high market
volatility.
B. Trading Friction Solutions
An alternative to removing predictability in NAV is to impose barriers that preclude its
exploitation. We will consider two such approaches.
1. Redemption Fees
Predictability is typically not exploitable in capital markets because transaction costs
more than offset the potential profits from trading strategies devised to capture the
predictability. By contrast, in the context of mutual funds that charge no redemption fee,
even the smallest amount of predictability is exploitable. The virtue of redemption fees is
that, if sufficiently large, they more than offset potential gains from fund timing. There
are, however, several drawbacks. First, redemption fees undermine one of the benefits of
investing in mutual funds – liquidity. Second, redemption fees are only effective to the
extent that they are applied to all investors in the fund. There may be practical
limitations in that some retirement plan contracts prohibit redemption fees, and there are
complications in imposing redemption fees on omnibus accounts. Nevertheless, if they
are of sufficient magnitude and duration and implemented uniformly, redemption fees are
probably the single most effective way to stop fund timing – though costly. For example,
if used in isolation (i.e., without fair value pricing), a redemption fee of roughly 2.5%
imposed on all fund transactions within a 90-day period would be necessary to preclude
the exploitation of Asian-Pacific equity funds [Zitzewtiz (2003)].
2. Transaction Limits
Another barrier that could be used to reduce fund timing opportunities is to impose
transaction limits on fund investors. The virtue of this solution is that it there are little
explicit costs beyond that of monitoring the frequency of fund investors’ transactions.
However, transaction limits do not eliminate timing opportunities; it just reduces their
frequency – arbitrageurs can still earn abnormal profits of up to 10% with as few as 3
round-trip transactions per year in Asian-Pacific equity funds [Zitzewitz (2003)].
Furthermore, to the extent that fund timers are able to rotate their transactions across a
number of different funds, it may have little real impact on their activities. Furthermore,
the implementation of transaction limits faces the same issues as redemption fees –
existing contracts and omnibus accounts. Finally, as with the cases of next-day pricing
and redemption fees, transaction limits undermine one of the benefits of investing in
mutual funds – liquidity.
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C. A Comprehensive Solution to the Problem
From the previous discussion, no single solution to the fund timing problem is both fully
effective and costless. Each of the above solutions is subject to either practical
limitations or significant costs. Fair value pricing is relatively costless compared to
redemption fees, yet not completely effective. By contrast, redemption fees can be very
effective, yet impose considerable costs.
The opposing nature of the trade-offs across these solutions suggests that some
combination of the approaches might be optimal. For example, one could use fair value
pricing to remove most of the predictability in NAV combined with a modest redemption
fee to preclude the exploitation of any remaining predictability. This solution would be
both effective and cost efficient. Market timing studies suggest that the round-trip profit
opportunities from timing foreign equity funds seldom exceed 200 basis points. To the
extent that staleness accounts for 75% of the profit opportunity, a fair value pricing
methodology that corrects only for stale pricing would reduce the profit opportunity to 50
basis points. Thus a redemption fee of 50 basis points for trades within a 90-day period
would effectively preclude market timing and greatly limit if not eliminate other types of
fund timing that attempt to exploit predictability that is unrelated to market volatility (i.e.,
weekend effect January effect, etc.).
Alternatively, one could use fair value pricing in conjunction with transaction limits.
Recall that, in the most extreme cases arbitrageurs can earn abnormal profits of 10% from
three round-trip transactions in fund shares. However, if a limit of three-roundtrip
transactions per year were used in conjunction with fair value pricing, the arbitrageurs
annual abnormal profit opportunity in these funds would be reduced to less than 2.5%, an
amount that may not be worth the arbitrageurs’ nuisance costs.
These examples were used for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be suggestive
of the optimal combination of these solutions nor their specific parameters – that will
vary on a fund-by-fund basis. The important point is that, given the practical limitations
of removing predictability and the cost of imposing barriers, the most effective and
efficient solution involves a balanced and modest attack on each front.
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